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1ABSTRACT
The nin5 mutation is a deletion mutation which
enables the lambda phage to grow in the absence
of N gene.
To confirm the existence of a new promoter associa-
ted with the nin5 mutation, an Escherichia coli
lysogen, W3350 (susN7imm434nin5susQ2l) was
constructed.
Two-step DNA-RNA hybridization method was used to
detect the production of -specific messenger RNA
from this new promoter.
The result obtained confirmed the existence of a new
promoter, Pm, in the nin5 mutation. The location of
this new promoter falls between the gene P and gene Q
2INTRODUCTION
A.General Consideration of bacteriophage 入
Bacteriophage. 入 is a kind of temperate coliphages
which, besides causing lysis of host cells, E. coli can propagate in a form that permits.oint multiplication
of phage and host. In the lambdoid family, there are 6
phages, namely, 801 434, 21, 424, and .82. Among
the members of this family they can form hybrid phage
with each other because the presence of homology regions
in their chromosomes. The following confines on the
study of the bacteriophage only.
(a)Disco
phage was firstly discovered by E. Lederberg
(1951), although its existence in the form of
prophage had already been recognized several years
before (Gray and Tatum, 1944 J. Lederberg and
Tatum, 1946).
(b )structural Features of phage 入
The 入 phage particles weighs about 66 x 106 daltons,
of which about 30.8± 1.0 x 106 daltons comprise a
single linea± DNA molecule, 17.3 in length (Caro,
1965). The only other known components are proteins.
The shape of the protein head of the phage is an
icosahedron whose diameter is 650 The tail is
1530 A long, 170 A in diameter and shows regular
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striation at 44 A intervals (Eiserling and Boy de
la Tour, 1965).
The density of r is 1.51 gm/ml, whereas that of r
DNA is 1.71. gm/ml (Davidson and Szybalski, 1971).
The DNA is double stranded except that the ends
are single stranded for about 20 nucleotides. The
two ends are complementary to each other (cohesive
end) and can anneal to produce either circular
monomers or linear dimers. The base composition
of the r DNA is made up of the usual 4 bases.
However. methylated nucleotides, 5-methylcytosine
(5MC) and 6-me thyl ami noprir ine (6MAP) have also
been reported (Gough and Lederberg, 1966; Ledinko,
1964 Hidalgo and Nash, 1972).
(c)Growth Cycle
Bacteriophage ris a temperate phage as afore-
mentioned. The genome of a temperate ph age contains
some genes whose action promotes viral replication
and other genes whose action promotes lysogenization.
The "decision" is based on the relative activities
of these 2 sets of genes immediately after infection,
This, in turf, depends to some extent upon the
environmental conditions, In lytic growth, the
injected DNA molecule replicated extensively, and
many new phage particles are assembled intracellu-
1larly and later liberated by the lysis of the
host cells. About a hundred progeny particles are
produced in a cycle of this lytic growth. In
lysogenization, the injected DNA is linearly
integrated into the host chromosome at a specific
site. Recognition of the site for insertion is
probably accomplished by- means of base-pairing
interactions between specific sites on the phage
and bacterial chromosomes. The maintenance of
the lysogenic state requires continuous synthesis
of the repressor, coded by .2I gene, in quantity
sufficient to block viral replication. The cI
repressor also are capable of inhibiting genes
of superinfecting?phage particles. For this reason,
the lysogen is said to have immunity to super-
infection by homologous phage.
The integrated X DNA is called a prophage. U# less
the ci repressor fails to act for any reason or
the lysogen is being induced by special treatment,
such as UV or X-ray irradiation, mitomycin C,.
or thymine starvation, to initiate viral production,-
the prophage will remain as a part of the bacterium.
(d) T.Functionai genes
There are 20-30 genes of phage, They are grouped
together into several classes in linkage and they
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are expressed sequentially .
1 . H ead genes
N ine genes are . required for head formation,
they are A W B . C n u 3 . FI FII , locatingat
the left of the r - strandDNA ( rig . 1 ) , P roteins
correspondingto seven of the nine genes have
been identified( W eigle , 1 9 6 6 P arkinson, 1 9 6 8
M ount, et al . , 1 9 6 8 ; K emp, et al . , 1 9 6 8 ;
M urialdoand siminovitch, 1 9 7 2 a , b H endrix,
personal communication) .
2 . T ail genes
E levengenes( Z U V G T H M L K I J ) located
just at the right of the head genes , determine
the tail synthesis( W eigle , 1 9 6 6 ; P arkinson,
1 9 6 8 M ount, et al . , 1 9 6 8 K emp, et al . , 1 9 6 8 ;
D ove, 1 9 6 6 ) .
3 . RR combinationge es
T wo genes ( int and xia ) are requiredfor
site - specific recombinationat the att site
( S igner, 1 9 6 8 ; C ampbell, 1 9 6 9 ) . R ed red and
are required for general recombinationat
normalfrequency( S igner and W eil , 1 9 6 8 E chols
and G ingery, 1 9 6 8 ; M anlyet al . , 1 9 6 9 R adding
et al . , 1 9 6 7 K orn and W eissback, 1 9 6 3 ; R adding
and S chreffler, 1 9 6 6 ) .
6Figure 1. Genetic map of bacteriophage,r
Genes essential for normal lytic growth
are designated by uppercase letters
(A-Z). Genes not essential for lytic
growth are the cI, cII, cIII, and tof,
which participate in negative regulation
the int and xis genes, concerned with
site-specific recombination and the exo,
B , and genes for the exonuclease,
B , and proteins of general recombination.
(Modified from Echols, 1971a)
1Fig. 1
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8Figure 2. Transcriptional map of bacteriophage .
The orientation of transcription for operons
(or scriptons) L1, L2, L3, Rl and R2 are
indicated by the open arrows. Symbols PC,
PC', PL, PR, and PR' denote the promoters
for initiation of transcription. Symbols 0
denote the target sites for the transcription-
inhibiting effect of the cI repressor (OL and
OR operators) and of the product of gene
tof (OC, OL, and possibly OR, Echols et al.,
1973). The N product permits transcription to
proceed across sites tL, tRl, and tR2. The
gene products of cII and cIII form a regulatory
oligomer which activates the transcription
from PC' promoter (see text for details).




















Genes N, cI, cIII, rex, and tof (cro or fed)
are required for early control of r development.
r N gene acts as a positive regulator in viral
development (F-chols, 1971a Thomas, 1971;
Couturier, et al., 1973). It directs the
synthesis of a protein which activated the
delay-early stage of development, characterized
by maximal transcription of genes for proten
concerned with replication, recombination and
regulation of late gene expression. These include
cII,. clll, 0, P, exo,B, , xis and int. It was
proposed by Roberts (1970).that N gene product
acts as an anti-terminator, which suppress
the transcriptional blocks at terminators tR1
tR2, tL on the right and .left strands of r
DNA. N gene product is involved in late gene
expression only to the extent that it is
required for the expression of gene Q (Thomas,
1966 Skalka et al., 1967 Echols and Joyner,
1968 Dambly et al., 1968 Couturier, et al.
1973).
5.Replication genes
Two genes 0 and P are essential for autonomous
phage DNA replication in lytic growth (Brook,
1965 Joyner et al., 1966). Besides, other
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eleiments are also required for DNA replication
(Stevens et al., 1971). The site on (replicator)
on phage DNA is required for the origin of
replication (Dove, et al., 1969). Activation
of the replicator which requires reightward
transcription of any part of the short DNA
segment containing the on site is also
indispensible (Thomas and Bertaai, 1964 Dove
et al., 1969,1971).
6.Late control genes
The gene of bacteriphage acts as an
positive regulator in viral lytic development
(Echols, 1971b; Thomas, 1971; Couturier, et
al., 1973). Defective mutation in Q gene does
not affect DNA but leads to reduced late gene
expression (Dove,1966 Protass and Korn, 1966
Joyner, et al., 1966; Taylor, al., 1967
Dambly et al., 1968 Kourilsky et al., 196 8
Oda, et al., 1969; Nijkamp et al., 1970).
The expression of gene Q appears to lre vital
for normal development, since it increases
transcription of late regions at least 10
fold (Szybalski, 1971).
The gene product seems to modify the host RNA
polymerase(Naono and Tokutyama, 1970) and
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permits it either to recognize the PR ', or
just to extend the transcription already
initiated at PR', but prematurely aborted
(Blattner et al., 197l).
7.Cell Lysis
At least two genes, S and R, are involved in
the lysis of the host cells (Adhya, et al.,
1971). The S protein(Harris, et al., 1967
Goldberg and Howe, 1969) may cause the des-
truction of the host cell membranen (Adhya,
et al., 1971). R gene codes for the phage
endolysin (Jacob and Fuers.t, 1957 Jacob, et al.,
1958 Campbell and del Campillo-Campbell, 1963;
Naha, 1966) which is involved in bacterial
lyais at the end of the lytic growth. It is
an endopeptidase which splits the cross-
linkage between the D-amino acids in E. soli
cell wall (Taylor,1971).
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Transcri tian of Bacteriophage 入
The transcription unit 入 in A phage is called a scripton
(Figure 3). It is defined by its single autonomous
promoter and thus, its unidirectional orientation. A
scripton may contain many genes which code for various
trans-acting proteins, including the controlling factors,
and several cis--dominant target sites for positive or
negative controls.
In lysogenic case, practically all the transcription
originates from only one region, which comprise about
4% of the Xgenome and includes the cI and rex, cI gene
(Kaiser, 1967) determines the synthesis of a repressor for
maintenance of prophage in lysogenic bacteria. The r ex
gene product inhibits the development of the unrelated
coliphage mutant T.rII but not Tor} itself (Benner, 1933
Howard, 1967 Ptashne, 1971 Eisen and Ptashne, 1971
Mark and Szybalski, 1973). The transcription of c I and
rex genes is initiated at the Pc, located in the immunity
region between cI and tof and proceed. leftwards copying
the l-strand. The ultimate product of gene c I is the
入 repressor, which recognizes and binds to the two
operator sites, 0L and OR, flanking the cl-rex region
(Figure The binding of the A repressor acts as a
negative control that prevents effective interaction of
the host RNA polymerase with the two promoters, PL andp
PR. In this manner, all the early 入 transcription which
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originates at the PL and PR promoters, is turned off.
Consequently, about 96% of the genome is inactive
in the repressed lysogenic state, and is only passive-
ly replicated along with the host genome, into which it
has been linearly integrated.
In lytic growth or induction of lysogen by inactivation
of the A repressor, the transcription is initiated by
the binding of the PW A polymerase to the PR and PL
This transcription expressed the Ll and L1 Gene N
located in the L2 scripton and gene tof in Rl scripton
are expressed, and thus, N and tof gene products are
produced. The N gene product appears to counteract not
only the termination.. signals to the left of gene N (tL)
and between x and (tRl) but also another termination
signal, ttR2, between P andQ and thus permits the
delay- .early transcription of. The to f gene is a
regulatory gene capable to opposite the establishment
of repression (Calef and Neubauer, 1968 Eisen, et al.,
1970 Oppenheim et al., 1970 Spiegelman, 1971 Sly
et al., 1971),. Another activity of the tof product
is to turn off the expression of the recombination
region of the phage. DNA as the viral DNA enters the
late stage of lytic development (Radding, 196k Pero,
1970, 1971 Eisen t l., 1970 Kourilsky et al., 1970
Franklin, 1971 Court and Campbell, 1972).* Recent studies
by Echols et al (1973) and Hampacherova et al. (1973)
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suggest that tof product possesses a repression activity
which is similar to that of the ci protein itself, but
normally exerts a very different physiological role:
The turn off of synthesis of replication, recombination
and regulation proteins as the virus enters the late
stage of development.
After the removal of transcriptional blocks at tL' tRl
and tR2 by the N gene product, the delayed-early genes
are expressed; both the cIII gene in the extended L2
scripton and the cII, 0, P and Q genes in the extended
Rl scripton are transcribed. The function of cII and
cIII genes (Kaiser, 1957) is required for the initiation
of cL repressor synthesis during lysogenization (Strack
and Ziegler, 1969; Echols and Green, 1971a).
The Q gene product of phage functions to activate
the PR' promoter, and the transcription from which (the
R2 scripton) leads to amplified expression of the late
genes. These include genes for lytic growth, S and L
and for phage maturation, A to J region. Finally the
host cell wall is broken down by the action of S and R
gene product and about a hundred mature phages- particles
are released.
C. Mutants related to this study
The nin5 mutation (or pf5 mutation by dearlier designat-
ion; Court and Sato, 1967) enables the phage to grow
in the absence of functional N gene product. It was
found that nin5 mutation carries a deletion, removing
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a DNA segment of about 5.4% DNA length (from 83.8% to
89.2% of DNA) (Fiandt et al., 1971)
Since the nin5 mutation is a deletion, it is EDTA resistant
(Parkinson and Huskey, 1971). Ln mutation is different
from the byp mutation in that it does not require the
constitutive promoter c17 to become N-independent. There-
fore, lambda phage carrying both N~ mutation and
mutation can form small turbid plaques on wild type E. coli
such as W3350.
Now it was found that nin5 mutation have eliminated the tR2
terminator, and thus allow transcription to proceed from P
to. Q. even in the absence of N gene product (Mark, 1973).
Ordinary, this transcriptional terminator, tR2, is relieved
by the N gene product acting as an antiterminator (Roberts,
1970).
The byp mutation (Butler and Echols, 1970) is similar to
nin5 mutation in that it also enables the phage to become
N-independent. However, the insertion of a constitutive
promoter c17 is necessary to render the byp mutation to
become N-independent (Pereira da Silva and Jacob, 1968).
The byp mutation maps between genes P and Q (Butler and
Echols, 1970) and behaves as point mutation (Fiandt et al.,
1971). This mutation, like nin5, was also found to have
eliminated the tR2, terminator (Mark, 1973).
The c17 promoter required by the byp mutation to become
N-independent maps in the y region of (Eisen et al.,
1966; Pereira da Silva and Jacob, 1968; Packman and Sly,
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1968 ) . It acts as a new promoterfor rightwardtranscri -
ption ( Nijkampand Sato , 1969 ) .
Back round and Pux ose of the Stud
The comparativestudy of transcriptionon the nin 5 and byp
mutation( Mark , 1973 ) using the DNA - RNA hybridization
technique has confirmed the existence of the tR 2 terminator .
It was also found that the transcriptionin the Q - S - R
region of the nin 5 lysogen was three times higher than that
for the byp lysogen. Also , the transcriptionn y - O - P
region in n n lysogen is higher than in b lysogen . All
these results suggest the existence of a new promoter in the
nin 5 mutation.
The present study is to identify and characterizethe susp -
ected new promoterin the nin 5 mutation.
Since the two - step DNA - RNA hybridizationtechniquecan detect
very low level of RNA synthesis, this method was used to
detect RNA synthesis from the suspected new promoter in the
nin 5 mutation. Due to the fact that genes involved in the
nin 5 mutationlocated to the right of PR , therefore, r - strands
of various. DNA are used . ( 1 - strand does not cover the -
genes concern , so it is not used throughoutthe whole study ) ,
To facilitate the interpretationf the data , a lysogen
which carrys the nin 5 mutationbut no promotersuch as c 17
is needed for this experiment. The susN 7 mutation is included
to ensure that the PR promoter cannot extend its function
through tR 1 block . The susQ 21 mutation is included to inhibit
Rl
the PR ' expression, thence , one can avoid the complicationof
19
transcribing the A--J--b? region. Besides experiments are
carried out under none-induced state so that the promoters
PR and PL are completely inhibited by the repressor. Along




susN?imm434nin5 (Court and Sato, 1969 Fiandt et al., 1971)
and the sus mutant susQ21 (Campbell, 1961) were obtained
from Dr. G. Kayajanian.
cI47 (Kaiser ,1957)was obtained from Dr. A.D. Kaiser.
(Matsushiro,1963)was obtained from Dr.H.Inokuchi.
imm434 (Kaiser and Jacob,1957) was obtained from Dr-
G. Kayajanian.
The hyhrid phages, (A-J)ATT80imm801(Franklin et al.,
1965) and 80att80imm (Signer,1964)are referred as imm80
and 80imm , respectively They were ohtained from Dr.N.
Franklin and Dr. E.Signer.
B.Lysogens and Bacteria
Bacteria Escherichia coli strains W3350,c600,and 594
W\were used.
Lysogens C600( 80)was obtained from Dr. W.F.Dove.
Lysogens W3350( I857)was ohtained from Dr.W.Szybalski
Lysogens W3350( ), W3350 ( c17susp80) were the gift of
Dr.W.Sly. W3350( c17susp80by q501) was constructed by
Dr.K.K.Mark. W3350( susn7imm 434nin5susQ21)was constructed
by the author.
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C. Solutions and Media
Tryptone broth: 1% Tryptone (Difco), 0.5% NaC1
Tryptone plate bottom and top agar: Tryptone (Difco) 10 gm
Na'C1, .5 gm vitamin B1, mg agar--agar (Sigma), 7 gm for
top agar and 11 gm for bottom agar per liter of distilled
water.
Suspenion medium: Tris buffer (pH 7.4), 6 x 10-3 M Mg04.
9.7 x 10 4 M NaC1, 7 x 10-2 M; gelatin 0.005%
M 9b buffer: 3 gm KH2P04, 7 gm Na2HP04, 1 gm NH4Cl, 0.5 gm Na.Cl,
1 ml of 1 N MgSO4, 10 ml Of 10-2 lei CaCl2, 1 liter of
distilled water, pH 7.2
MCGB medium: M9b buffer supplemented with 0.25% (w/v) of Casarnino
acids (Difco), 1% (w/v) of glucose, and 2 zg of thiamine
(vitamin B1)/ml
TES buffer: 0.15 M NaCI, 1 mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA, off 7.7
SSC: 0.15 M NaCl, 15 mM Na3.citrate, pH 7.4
2 x SSC etc.: concentration multiples of SSC. Filtered before
use.
EDTA: 1 mM EDTA,. pH 7.4- 8.0
Phenol: Commercial phenol (A.R.) was redistilled and collected
at 182°C and stored under nitrogen in tightly closed
vials at -20°C. When used, 20 ml of melted phenol was
mixed with 10 ml of double distilled water in a 62°C
water bath. After spinning down at 5,000 rpm for 10
minutes 4°C, the lower layer (water saturated phenol)
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was taken for use,
TM buffer: 0.01 N Tris, 0.01 N MgSO4 PH 7.2
Hybridization fluid: 10 ml of Y2 x SSC, 0.6 ml of hot phenol,
0.06 ml of 1.0 N NaOH, pH 7.5
Trichloroacetic acid (TCA): 5% aqueous solution. Filtered before
use.
Albumin solution: Solution of bovine serum albumin, fraction V
(1 m /ml) irti 2 x SSC.
Prelysing mixture: 0.45 ml of 1 M Tris buffer, pH 8.6 13.5 ml
of 1 M sucrose 2.4 ml of 0.1 N EDTA,. pH 8.6 0.24 ml of
10 mg/ml egg white lysozyme pH 7.6 13.4 ml of double
distilled water.
RNase solution: Stock solution of 1 mg/ml was freshly prepared
by dissolving the pancreatic RNase (code RASE or RAF
Worthington Biochemical Corp., Freehold, New Jersey 07724,
U.S.A.) in double distilled water preheated to 97°C for
10 minutes. When used, stock was diluted with 2 x SSC by
1/50 fold to 20 lug/ml.
DNase solution: Stock solution of 1 mg/ml of electrophoretic-
ally purified, RNase-free deoxyribonuclease i in ditilled
water (code DPFF Worthington Biochemical Corp., Freehold,
New Jersey 07724, U.S.A.)
3H-Uridine: 5-3H--uridine in 5.0 mCi/5 ml, Catalog No. 1533-
87, was purchased from Schwartz-Mann Research Laboratories,
Division of Becton-Dickinson Company, 136 Liberty Street,
New York, N.Y. 10006, U.S.A.
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Poly (U, G): Stock solution, 1 mg/ml of Poly (U, G) in double
distilled ,wlater. Poly (U, G) was purc1lased from Nile
Research Products Division, Mile Laboratories, Inc.
KanKakee, Illinois 60901, U.S.A.
Polyethylene glycol (PEG 20,000): Polyethylene glycol was pur-
chased from Serva Feinbiochemica GMBH. Co., D-6900
Heidelberg 1, The Federal Republic of Germany.
Scintillation fluid 0.4% PPO+ 0.005%POPOP in 1 liter
Toluene (Scintillation grade)
Macaloid suspension: This was purchased from American Tonsul
Co., P. 0. Box 1675 Houston, Texas 77001, U.S.A.
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D. Phage cross
The two phages to be crossed were suspended in TM buffer.
1 ml of such phage mixture was irradiated in a petric dish
placed 30 cm below a UV light for 1 minute on a slowly rotating
shaker. E. coli 0600, 2 rnl, grown in tryptone broth to
0. D. 575= 0.25(= 2 x 108 cells/ ml) was spun down at 5, 000
rpm, 10 minutes, 14°C. The bacteria pellet, enriched with
0.02 ml of 1 N Mg2+, was resuspended with UV irradiated
phage mixture and the multiplicity of infection (M.O.I.)
for each phage strain was about 7 phages/bacterium. After
10 minutes for adsorption, the culture was diluted to 4 ml
with tryptone broth and then allowed to grow at 37° with
shaking for 1 hour. The culture was lysed by adding chloro-
form. The recombinant phage was isolated by methods of
EDTA sensitivity and plating ability on E. coli W3350 and
E. coli C600.
E. EDTA Treatment
This method is used to select for phage carrying delepion
mutation. Phage solution (0.1 ml) was added to 10 ml of
prewarrned EDTA solution, 0.01 M in double distilled water,
pH 8.2. Incubation for 15 minutes with shaking was ensued.
At the end of the .15-minute treatment, phages were diluted
in tryptone broth and were assayed immediately. phage
carrying deletion such as the nin5 is resistant to such
treatment.
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F . C omplementationtest
T he phage stock solution used for cornnlementationtes was
dilutedto 1 0 9 phage/ ml . T he two phagestrainsfor comple-
mentationtestwere cross streaked against each other on
the surfaceof a plate seededwith E . coil w 3 3 5 0 on the
top agar . C learing on the cross area indicatespositive
complementationwhich means that the two mutants tested do
not have mutationon the same cistron . M utant pairs which
carried mutation on the same cistron on different locations
produce a few scattered plaques on the cross area through
recombination. H owever , this is easily distinguishedfrom
the clearing on the cross area through complementation.
G . L ysogenC onstruction
L og _ phase bacteriaculture is plated with top agar to an
agar plate . O ne drop of high titer phage was droppedon
the plate and spreadedon the surface . T he plate was then
incubatedat 3 7 ° c
at 3 7 ° c overnight( A bout8 hours) . T he
bacteria were picked out and spreaded on plate to get
colonies . E ach colony was isolated and checked against
c I 4 7 and imm 4 3 4 by streaktests and by replicaplating.
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H. LabellinlQ an? Isolation of 3H--RNA
RNA labelling and isolation in this series of experiment
make- ise of the pulse-labellintechnique which is of con-
siderable importance in studies on macromolecular synthesis
in micro-o-r gani sms. These procedures allow one to distin-
guish rapidly formed or rapidly turned-over minor components
from the bulk of similar classes of compounds in the cell.
The kinds of .macromolecules labelled by the pulse can,
to some extent, be predetermined by controlling the nature
of the radioactively labelled precursor that is used, and by
attention to-the previous history of the culture or suspension
of organisms. The pulse may vary from a few seconds to
minutes or hours, depending upon the organisms, by application
of a chase of unlabelled precursor or by addition of an
appropriate inhibitor. In our experiments, the isotope
compound used is 5-3H-uridine, the "pulse" is 3 minutes,
and the incorporation of the labelled precursor is rapidly
halted by pouring aliquots of the reaction mixture onto a
frozen and crushed medium supplemented with 0.02 M sodium
azide. The cells in the mixture are then removed by
centrifugation and are subjected to phenol extraction. Detailed
procedures are described as the following and they were modified
from the procedures described by Bfvre, Lozeron, and Szybalsk
(1971).
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1. A culture of the lysogen was brown at 37°C in a vigoroualy
shaking 125-ml Erlenmeyer flask containing 20 ml of NCG8
to an 0.D. 575= 0.35= 5 x 108 cells/ml.
2. At the time when the culture reached the desired concentr
ation, 0.5 ml of 5--3H-uridine.( 0.5 mCi) was rapidly
added from a disposable 1-ml syringe to the culture
vigorously shaking at 37°C.
3. At the end of the pulse labelling (3 minutes) the whole
culture was poured into another flask containing 5 ml
of M9b buffer (supplemented with 20 mM NaN3) which had
been frozen, crushed, and refrozen at -60°C. The
mixture was shaken well on ice until melting occurred,
and was then transferred to a 30-ml centrifuge tube
(Corex), which had been kept on ice.
4. The cells from step 3 were spun down in Sorvall RC-2B
ultracentrifuge (5,000 rpm, 4°C, 10 minutes), and re-
suspended in 3 ml of prelysing mixture, yielding
spheroplasts. The 3 ml sample was transferred into
a 15-ml centrifuge tube (Corex), and the original tube
was washed with 2 ml of prelysing mixture. The 5 ml
sample was incubated at 0°C for 5 minutes, and was then
spun down (5,000 rpm, 4°C, 10 minutes), the supernatant
was discarded and the tube was allowed to drain for
3 minutes at room temperature.
5. The pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml of cold TES buffer.
After thorough mixing to ensure that all cells had been
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resuspended, another 0.5 ml of TES buffer containing 15%
sodium dodecyl sulfate was added to give a final concentr-
ation of 0.5% of the detergent in a total volume of 1 ml.
6. The suspension was heated for 3 minutes in a 97°C water ba h
and was followed by cooling at room temperature for 5 minutes.
7. The tube was then placed in an ice water bath, and 0.1 ri
of a 2% suspension of Macaloid was added. After mixing by
a short swirl on a Vortex mixer, 1.5 m' of water-saturated
phenol, preheated at 62°C, was added, and the mixture was
shaken with Vortex mixer at intervals for 3 minutes in the
62°C water bath. The tube was again placed in ice water
and centrifugation was performed immediately (7,500 rpm,
4°, 10 minutes).
8. After centrifugation, the aqueous layer was taken out with
a Pasteur pipette held in a Clinalz pipetter (LaPine Company,
Chicago, Illinois 60629, U.S.A.) and steps 7 and 8 were
repeated twice.
9. The volume of the aqueous phase after the third phenol
extraction was measured, and the solution was adjusted to
the salt concentration of 2 x SSC by adding 0.25 volume
of 10 x SSC.
10. The RNA extract was frozen at -20°C,. and thawed slowly
in ice bath. The dissolved phenol together with some
DNA appeared at the bottom. The phenol was rolled into
a large droplet and was removed by using a pipet.
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11. The RNA extract was assayed by transferring ten microliters
of the extract from step 9 to 0.1 ml of 0.1% albumin
solution in a 13 x 100 mm tube standing on ice. To the
mixture, 2 ml of cold 5% trichloroacetic acid was added.
After mixing by hand, precipitation was allowed to take
place for 10 minutes in the cold. The precipitate was
collected on a 24 mm Bac-T-Flex BO membrane filter which
had been presoaked and prewashed with 5 ml of 5% TCA.
After 'slow filtration (Please refer to the section of
Membrane filter and filtration apparatus for detail) of
the precipitated RNA (about 2 minutes), the sample tube.
was again washed twice with 10 ml of cold 5% TCA and finally
with 100 ml cold 5% TCA. The filter was transferred
to a counting vial and was dried at oO or 2 hour in
a vaccumn oven. The radioactivity was counted in 10 ml
of scintillation fluid. The number of counts was used
for the calculation of total labeled P.
I. Propagation Concentration, and Purification of Bacterionha es
Isolation of bacteriophages in large quantity, free of host
cells, is necessary for the hybridization studies. The purpose
.of this step is to prepare DNA for strand separation. Bacteriophages
are grown in sensitive host/cells and are ensured to grow in lytic
direction. The propagation, concentration, and purification of
these phages are described as the following.
(a) Propagation of phases
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large volume ( 2 liters / flask ) in tryptonebroth at
37 ° C with good aeration to an early exponential
culture( O . D . 575 = 0 . 15 = 2 x 10 7 cells/ ml ) .
2 . The culturewas supplementedwith 10 mM Mg 2 + , and ivlfug ,
with phases( c 147 , or 80 imm , or imm 30 ) at a
multiplicityof infectionof 0 . 05 .
3 . Incubationwas allowedto continueat 37 ° C with
aeration until lysis . Lysis occurs as the culture
reaches the stationary phase , and is clearly
visible as a clearing of the culture and the
appearanceof many small flakes of bacterial
debris.
4 . At 3 - 6 hours after lysis started but before signific-
ant growth of resistant bacteria was observed , the
lysates were shaken with a few drops of chloroform,
and were distributed in 500 - ml polypropylenecentrifuge
bottles and centrifugationwas undertaken( 7 , 000 rpm ,
10 - 20 min , 4 ° C ) . The phage- containingsupernantant
was decantedand saved . The titer of phage lysate
was assayedby platingmethod. ( Adams, 1953 ) .
( b ) Concentrationof phages
The lysates , now largely free of bacterial cells and
debris , were subjected to concentrationby either the
High Speed CentrifugationMethod or the PEG Precipitatior
Method.
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1 . High speed centrifugationmethod
Lysates were distributedto six 250 - m 1 polypropylene
bottles with sealing cap and was concentratedby
high speed centrifugation( Spinco rotor 19 , 18 , 000
rpm , 4 - 5 hours, 4 ° C ) . The pelletswere resuspended
in 1 / 100 of the original volume of suspension
buffer . After another low speed centrifugation
( 5 , 000 rpm , 10 minutes, 4 ° C ) to remover maining
debris , the concentratedphages were assayed
carefully by plating method .
2 . Polyethyleneglycol ( PEG ) precipitationmethod
PEG precilitation method for bacteriophage was described
by Yamamota( 1970 ) . The followingdescriptionis the
modifiedone . The lysate . was supplementedwith 0 . 5 M
Na Cl and 7 . 5 - 8 . 0 % polyethyleneglycol( PEGM . W . 6 , 000
or 20 , 000 ) and dissolvedby continuousstirring over -
night ( about 8 hours ) at 4 ° C . The phage particleswere
collectedby centrifugation( 8 , 000 rpm , 20 minutes,
4 ° C ) . The supernatnatwas removedcompletelyand the
pellet was resuspendedin 1 / 100 volume of suspension
buffer by shaking2 - 3 hours at 4 ° C . The residualdebris
was removedby a low speed centrifugation( 5 , 000 rpm ,
10 minutes, 4 ° C ) and the titer of the phagewas assayed.
Also a comparisonofthe efficiency of various PEG with
different molecular weight was carried out .
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(C) Purification of phages
1. Water and crystal CsCl were added to the concentrated
phage suspension to obtain a 12 ml of solution of
density, 1.496 gm/ml (refractive index 1.3810 =
8°10'). The suspension was then distributed to 3
nitrocellulose tubes (Beckman/Spinco 1/2 x 2 inches,
Cat. No. 305050) and overlaid with about 1 ml of
mineral oil up to the rim of each tube.
2. The CsCl phage suspension in nitrocellulose tubes
was centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for 20- 22 hours
at 5-10°C in. an Spinco SW50.1 rotor in Beckman Spinco
L2-65B ultracentrifuge. Thereafter the tubes were
punctured from the side with a syringe needle just
below the hand, and small volume of a CsCl solution
with the visible, sharp, 1-2 mm broad phage band
were collected in a sterile 1-ml syringe and
transferred to a screw-cap vial and stored at 4-50.
Usually.1 to 4 x 10 13 phage, i.e., up to 2 mg DNA
was collected.
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Preparation and Purification of Bacterio hage
BACTERIA CULTURE (2 x 107 bacteria/ml)
Phage infection (MJ.O.I.= 0.05)
LYSIS
Centrifugation











J. Extraction of DNA from phage and Separation of Pha e DNA
Strands
Preparative separation of the complementary DNA strand is
of paramount importance for the detail study of the mech-
anism and orientation of the DNA-to-RNA transcription -process
by DNA-RNA hybridization technique. The separation technique
is based on preferential interaction of one of the complementary
strands with polyribonucleotides, and the-resulting different
buoyant density shift in the CsCl gradient. The strand with the
higher affinity for guanine-rich polyribonucleotides is designated
as r-strand or H-strand or C-strand depending on different conventions,
and that of lesser affinity-is designated as 1-strand or L-strand
and or `a-strand The affinity of single-stranded DNA to guanine-
rich polyribonucleotides is interpreted as being due to the
presence of deo,Yycytidine, (dC), rich sequences (clusters) in
DNA (Szybalski et al., 1966). It has been calculated that the
number of deoxycytidine-rich clusters in r-strand is greater than
that in.1-strand in a ratio of 17:5 (Davidson and Szybalski, 1971).
It has also been found that the highest number of these clusters
is on the left arm (Genes A to J) of the r-strand. The remaining
clusters are located on the inner right quarter of strand 1 (Genes
int to cI) and on the outer right quarter of strand r (Genes to'
to R) (Davidson and Szybalski, 1971).
The method used is to combine the DNA release, denaturation,
and interaction with guanine-rich polyribonucleotides in a
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single step, by exposing a mixture of phage, ue ergent, and
guanine-.rich polyribonucleotides to a brief thermal treat-
ment in a solvent of low ionic strength. This method has been
designed to assure that no single-strand breaks .-could be
produced by these treatments. The integrity of the separated
strands was tested by measuring its sedimentation coefficient,
banding pattern in CsCl density gradients, and appearance under
electron microscope. All the results evidence that the separated
strands are intact. The purity of the separated strands has also
been shown to be 99.0% pure as measured by the hybridization
between these single strands and m-RNA specific for each of
them (Hradecna and Szybalski, 1967). Nevertheless the self-
annealing routine which removes undesirable contaminating strand,
is still necessary for low level transcriptional studies.
Poly (U,G,) has been demonstrated to have a very effective
interaction with the denatured i DNA and give a larger density
increment and wider separation between complementary strands.
The effect of guanine-rich polyribonucleotides other than poly
(U,G), e.g, poly G, poly (I,G), on the banding pattern of
Denatured. DNA has been evaluated.' Results showed that all
ire effective, but usually with a lower degree of separation or
roader peaks than is achieved with poly (U,G) (Guha and Szybalskt
1968).
poly (U,G) attaching to-the r-strand can easily be removed by
idding excess amount of poly C which has higher affinity with
pOly (U,G) and followed by another cycle of density gradient
centrifugation. However, in transcriptional studies, rnRNA is
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used to bind with the separatedsingle strand . The affinity of
mRNA transcribedto its complementaryDNA is much higler than
that of poly ( U , G ) to the r - strahd, therefore, it is not
necessaryto removepoly ( U , G ) from the r - strandprior to the
hybridizationstudies .
Procedures for preparative separation of the phage DNA strands
for use in hybridizationwere modified from that described by
Bjivre and Szybalski( 1971 ) .
1 . A Cs Cl suspensioncontaining6 - 7 x 1012 phae particles-
( 300 - 350 yg DNA ) was dialysedfor 4 hours against2 liters
of 1 mMEDTAat 4 ° C , pH 8 . 5 .
2 . The phage suspensionwas supplementedwith 1 mM EDT . to
obtaina volumeof 1 . 15 ml . Then0 . 15 - 0 . 20 ml of poly
( U . G ) solution( 1 mg / ml ) and 10 ul of 10 % Sarkosyl, and
8 jil of 1 N Na OH were added. pH was checkedby pH paper
to havea valueb weenpH 8 - 9 . 5 .
3 . The mixturewas heated at 95 ° C for 3 minutesand chilled
immediatelyin salt - ice mixture( - 8 ° C ) .
4 . 0 . 1 ml of 0 . 5 M Trisbuffer( pH 8 . 0 ) 1 0 . 05 ml of 0 . 1 M
EDTA, pH 8 . 0 , and ca . 7 . 0 al of saturatedCs Cl were added
to obtain a densityof 172 gm / cm 3 ( refractiveindex
1 . 4014- 1 . 4 . 022= 10° 15 ' - 10° 20' ) .
5 . The cold mixture was ' distributedinto three Beckman/ Spinco
polyallomertubes, size 1 / 2 X 2 inches, Cat . No . 326819.
The tubes were filled up to the rim with mineral oil and
transferredto an SW 50 . 1 prechilledrotor .
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6. Fractions were collected by puncturing the bottom of the
tubes by a fractionator as shown in Figure4. Vials
(40) were placed on a long plastic vial-holder and
received the drops by movie the vial--holc3er along a
set track. Fractions were taken out by a pipetter with
a polyethylene tip and measured at 0.D.260 with a 1-mm
cuvette. The respective strand of DNA weer pooled
together according to the O.D.260 Measurement.
7. Each pooled fraction-was subjected to a self-annealing
procedure (5 hours at 67°C) whereby any contaminating
opposite DNA strand will be converted to duplex DNA which
cannot participate in hybridization with 3H-RNA.
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Separation of Phager DNA Strands
PURIFIED PHAGES IN Cs Cl SOLUTION
Dialysis: EDTA 1 mM , 2 - liter ,
4 hours, 4 ° C
PHAGE
Sarkosyl10 % , 10 ul
Poly( U , G ) 1 mg/ ml ,
0 . 15 - 0 . 20 ml
Na OH 1 M , 8 ul , pH 8 - 9 . 5
Heating, 95 ° C , 3 minutes
PHAGE DNA
Cs Cl density gradient centri -
fagation
30 , 000 rpm , 72 hours, 4 ° C
R . I . = 1 . 4014
fractionation
O . D . Measurement
L . - STRANDR - STRAND
Self - annealing
67 ° C , 5 hours
L - STRANDR - STRAND
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Figure 4. Fractionation setup.
This setup is used to collect CsCl
gradient fractions during the DNA
strand separation.
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Figure 4. Fractionation setup.
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K. Two-Step DNA-RNA Hybridization
DNA-RNA hybridization technique is based on-.notion that
segments of the DNA strand that are transcribed will hybrid-
ized with their complementary RNA product.
Hybridization, in general, depends on the conditions of
reaction, such as the temperature and cation concentration
and also depends on the nature of the strands, e.g., the
length of the two interacting strands the sugar backbone
and base composition and base sequence, and the nature of
any nonbased-paired regions :which exist. Therefore, a
favorable condition is set for the hybridization proper.
The two-step DNA-RNA hybridization technique adopted here
is firstly described by B¢vre, Lozeron, and Szybalski (1971)
which combines the advantages of the liquid hybridization
proposed by. Nygaard and Hall (1964) and the filter hybridiz-
ation proposed by Gillespie and Spiegelman (1965). In liquid
hybridization, the hybridization between denatured DNA and
the labelled RNA is carried out in an appropriate fluid
medium followed by filtration of the annealed mixture through
a nitrocellulose membrane filter 7hi,ch selectively traps both.
denatured DNA and DNA-RNA hybrids. The pitfall of this method
is that along with the hybridization between DNA and RNA, there
is concommitant DNA-DNA renaturation... Gillespie and Spiegelman
then improv-ed:the method by immobilized the denatured DNA on the
nitrocellulose membrane and complementary RNA is hybridized to
membrane-fixed DNA. This is then followed by Phase digestion
and filtration with standard saline citrate. This improved
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method is more laborou.s which includes two column procedures
and is time-consuming in hybridization, iugh it avoids the
possibility of DNA-DN/ renaturation.
T hybridization described br=elow makes use of they
fact that the t*o complementary strands of lambda DNA are
separable, and thus can avoid the complication caused by
DNA-DNA hybridization (Szybalski, et al., 1971). The second
step of the two-step hybridization increases the discriminat-
ory power of the DNA-RP.,A hybridization and greatly reduces the
non-specific hybridization usually observed in the ordinary
one-step procedure. In this technique the radioactive Rl
is annealed to the DNA strand, the hybrids are collecked on
membrane filters, and the PNA is eluted and rehy'oridized
again with the same or different DNA segments. The follow-
ing procedures is modified from that described by B vre,
Lozeron, and Szybalski (1971) which is designed for measuring
low levels of transcription.
The first step is to pick up the 3B-RNA transcribed from
the r-strand of DNA and to remove the 3H-RNA transcribed
from E. coil DNA. The second step is to anneal this 3H-RNA
to the r-strands of /N c147, , imm80, and jZ30imm,, so that
the extent of transcription at various regions of the r-strand
can be calculated. The. DNA regions of these hybrid phages
are outlined in Figure. 5.
1. To a test-tube of 10 x 13 mm, Oo3 ml of hybridization
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Figure 5. A simplified map of prophage, and
of the imm80 and 80imm hybrid
phages (Szybalski, 1972; Fiandt et
al., 1971) The solid and dotted lines
represnet DNA of and 80, respectively.
Hybridization of RNA with the r-strand
of 80imm, permits calculating the rate
of rightward transcription in the y-O--P
region. Hybridization of RNA with the
r-strand of imm80 permits calculating
the rate of transcription(rightward)in
the A-J-b2 region. The rate of rightward
tramscription in the Q-S-R region can be
calcuted from the difference of hybrid-
ization of RNA with the r-strand of,
imm80,and 80imm.The nin5 deletion
reduces the leng the of the y-O-P region
from 11.5% to 6.1%.
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Figure 5. A simplified map of prophage, and of
imm80 and 80imm hybrid phages
nin5
83.8 89.2
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fluid , 30 ul of the r - srand of DNA ( containedabout )
3 - 5 ug DNA ) , and finally0 . 3 ml of 3 H - PNA ( preadjusted
to 2 x SSC ) were added together. The mixture was subjected
to annealingat 67 ° C for 6 hours.
2 . after annealingat 67 ° C , the solutionwas immediately
chilled in ice - water to depress any nonspecifichybrid -
izatiolat intermediateto n perature. 10 ml of 2 x SSC
was added to the hybridizationmixture and was allowed
to filter slowly through B 6 filter in the filtration
setup . Filtrationshould be quite slow ( 1 ml / minute ) ,
and under little or no suction . Thereafter, the filter
was washedwith 10 ml of 2 x SSC ( slow filtration) , 100 ml
2 x SSC ( high speed of filtration) and with the DNA side of
the filter upward . All filtration steps were performedat
room temcoerature.
3 . The DND - RNA - hybrid - carryingfilter was transferredto a
vial containing1 . 5 ml of 1 / 100 x SSC . The vial was then
placed in a boiling water bath for 15 minutes . The vial
was chilled in ice - water and filter was removedfrom the
solution with forceps , Care was taken that virtually all
fluid drained back into the vial .
4 . To degradeany DNA eluted from the filter , the cold eluate
( 1 . 3 - 1 . 5 ml ) was supplementedwith 0 . 08 ml of 1 M Tris
buffer, pH 7 . 4 , 0 . 06 ml of 0 . 1 M Mg Cl 2 , and0 . 015 ml of
DNasesolution, and was incubatedfor 20 minutes: at 37 ° C .
The DNase was then inactivatedby heating the eluate in a
be i linG c water bath for 10 - minutesfollowed- by coolingin
ice - water . Subsequently, the eluates was justed to
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2 x SSC by adding 20 X SSC 0.9F NaH2P0, GR 05 ,ml, 0.648
EDTA, 0.05 ml. The total volume of the RNA eluted was
carefully measured. so that the fraction of PTA used for the
at, on could be ca scu? metedsecond st,e'.n h.bridli,. ,. ..
5. In the second step hybridization, 0.2 rrl of hybridization
fluid, 20 ul of r--strand DNA from or imm80, or 80irmm
(contained about 2-3 ug DNNA) or saturated CsC1 solution as
background control, and finally 0.4 ml. of RNA preparation
from step 3 were added into a vial. The annealing was
again performed at 67 C for 6 hours.
6. The DNA-RNA hybridization mixture from step 4 was handled
in the same way as described in step 2.
7. In order to eliminate nonspecific- and partial binding of
RNA to DNA or to the filter, it is necessary to treat the
filter Frith RNase after hybridization. RNase treatment
was performed by placing the filter in 4 nil of 2 x SSC
containing 40 ug fresh pancreatic r'=ase. Incubation was
taken place a, room temperature with slow shaking in a G25
incubator shaker (New Brunswick Scientific Co...', New Jersey
08903, U.S.A.) for 1 hour. The vial was then chille d
in ice and the filter was taken out. Mashing by filtration
(high spee)' with..100 ml of 2 x SSC applied on each side of
the filter was then followed..
8. The filter was dried at 80 C for 2 hours and their radio-






0000.3 ml -H- RNA+
-i30 .pl r-Strand cI 47 DNA'
0.3 ml Hybridization fluid
Hybridization
(67 °C, 5-6 hours,
COLLECTION OF HYBRID ON
MILLIPORE FILTER BY FILTRATION
Elution
ELUENT
+ 0.0 80 ml, 1 IYI Tri s, pH 7.4
+ 0.060 ml, 0.1 M MgC12
+ 0.015 ml, 1 mg/ml DNase
Incubation, 20 minutes
Heating, 10 minutes
Coolin in ice water
SOLUTION
+ 0.094 rnl 20 x SSC, pH 7.4
+ 0.050 ml 0.9 N NaH2PO4
+ 0.050 ml 0.648 M EDTA, pH 8.0
VOLUME MEASUREMENT
ALIQUOTAL? QUOT
(10 )11 for RNA counting)Pre- hybridized
RNA)
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S econd- S tep
MIXTURE
0 . 4 ml P re - hybridizedRNA +
2 0 l r - S trand DNA of desiredphages+
0 . 2 ml H ybridizationfluid
H ybridization( 6 7 ° C , 5 - 6 hours)
COLLECTIONOF HYBRID ON
MILLIPORE FILTER BY FILTRATION
RN ase treatment
( 4 . 0 ml 2 0 g / ml RN ase)






L. Membrane Filters and Filtration Apparatus
Nitrocellulose membrane filters, Bac-T-Flex type B6, 24 mm
diameter were employed (Schleicher Schuell Co., Keene,
New Hampshire 03431, U. S. A.).1 r
For loading the filters with denatured DNA or DN-RNA
hybrid and for washing the filters, a multisample of
filtration avnana.tus was developed by Prof. W. Szybalski
and Dr. K. Taylor (B,6vre, Taylor, and Szybalski, 1971).
.A similar setup of this apparatus was home made in our
laboratory. It consists of a dessicator base covered with
a stainless steel plate :which has a hole at center and 12
openings at peripheral. Each of tkm is for individual
filter holders which has 2 components. The filter is placed
on a wire screen mounted in the bottom component of the
filter holder and is held in position by a heavy cylindrical
re,cervoir which rests on the edge of the filter. There are
sizes of reservoirs, 10-m1 for DNA-RNA hybrid loading and
100-ml for filter washing. Assembly, disassembly, and
washing of such a multisample membrane filtration apparatus
are very fast and simple. When use, the B6 filters are
soaked and washed with 10 ml 2 x SSC. Each B6 filter is
then carefully centered on the filter holder and washed
again with 10 ml 2 x SSC with the help of the 10-ml reservoir.
A photographic appearance of the whole setup is shown in
Figure 6.




Bac teriophage, susN7imm434nin5 and„ sus_Q2l were used
to prepare the phage cross. The purpose of this cross
is to construct a mutant susN7imm434nin5susq2l,
Phage SuSn7imm434nin5 is EDTA resistant. forms tiny
plaques on E. Coll 53350 and forms large turbid plaques c
E. c oll 0600. The EDTA resistant property of this
phage mutant is attributed to the fact that it carries
a deletion (nin5). Deletion mutants are EDTA resistant
(Parkinson and Huskey, 1971). The susQ21 is EDTA
sensitive and forms no plaque on E. Coll W3350 but forms
large plaques on E. coli C600,' These ti o phages, In.
high titer, were suspended in TM buffer. 1 ml of such
phage mixture was irradiated in a petric dish placed 30
cm under a UV light for 1 minute on a slowly rotating
shaker. E. Coll C600, 2 ml, grown i n tryptone broth to
lagarithmic phase, O.D. 573= 0 25(= a x. 108 cells/ml)
was spun down at 5,000 rpm, 10 minutes,` 0C. The. bactr
eria pellet, enriched with 0.02 ml of 1 N Mg 2+, was re-
suspended with the irradiated phage mixture and the
multiplicity of infection for each phage strain was
about 7 phages/bacterium. After 10 minutes for adsorp-
tion, the culture was diluted with fresh tryptone broth
and was allowed to g±aw for 1 hour at 3700 with shaking.
The culture was then lysed by adding 1 ml of chloroform,
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The resulting recombinant phage lysate was then sub-
jected to EDTA treatment which is an effective screen
ing method to remove wild type and susQ 2l phages.
Phages were then diluted in tryptone broth and plated
with E. coli C600 on a plate lawmed with E, coil WW3350.
The hazy plaques were picked out for identification.
These hazy plaques are phages that can grow on E. coli
C600 but not W3350. These plaques were diluted and.
plated on.E. coil C600 and W3350. Out of the 30 plaques
picked, only 5 of them can grow on E. coif C600 but not
on W3350. One of these 5 was picked out! diluted., and
plated further on E. coli C600 and W3350. The result
(Table 1) indicated that the leaking rate of this hazy
plaque (H.P.1) was only 0.1%. Plaques survived on the
E0 coli C600 was again picked out and diluted. Part of
the diluted phage (H.P. 2) was plated on E. coli C600
and 13350. Part of it was used to grow lysate and to
test for EDTA sensitivity. The leaking rate of this
double -purified phage recombinant was less than 0.01%
(Table ) and they are demonstrated to be EDTA resistant
(Table ). Based on these characters, it was assumed
that the phage is susN7imm434nin5susQ21.
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Steps in Phage Cross
susN7imm434nin5 susQ21
UV irradiation
+ Mg2+, 0.01 M
E. coli C600
+ Tryptone Broth (Fresh)
Grow at 37°C, 1 hour
+ Chloroform, 1 ml
RECOMBINANT PHAGE LYSATE
IEDTA treatment
PLATE WITH E, coli C600 ON A PLATE
LAWNED WITH E. coli W3350
HAZY PLAQUES (H.R. 1)
E. coli 0600 coli W3350
Plaques (H.P. 2)





Figure 7. Steps involved in the construction
of E. coli lysogen




susN7 inrn434 nin5 susQ2l
W3350
W3350 ()SUSn7imm434 nin8 susQ21)
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T able 1 . P lating characteristicsof
isolated phage recombiant
E . coli STRAIN
RECOMBINANT
ISOLATES W 3 3 5 0




1 0 - 1 * l 0 - 4 * 1 0 - 3 1 0 - 7
H . P . 1
H . P . 2








< 0 . 0 1
< 0 . 0 0 1
0 . 1
* C orrespondingphage dilution .
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Table 2. EDTA sensitivity of the
recombinant phage
EDTA PLAQUE NO. ON









B. Lysogen Construction and Isolation
Bacteria E. coli W3350 was grown to 0.D.575 = 0.25
(= 2 x 108 cells/ml) at 37°C in tryptone broth. Few
drops of this culture combined with Mg2+, 0.01 M (final
concentration) was plated with top agar to an agar plate.
One drop of high titer phage susNi7imm434nin5susQ21 was
dropped on the plate and spreaded on a localized area.
The plate was then incubated at 37°C overnight (about 8
hours). Bacteria are picked out from the localized area
which wasos t clear in appearance The bacteria was
then spreaded on agar plate to get colonies. Each
colony was isolated and checked against cI47 and
imm434 by streak test or by replica plating. Out of
14 colonies checked, only 3 were found to be lysogens
which are resistant to imm434 and sensitive to
cI47 as shown in Figure 8 . This lysogen was. taken
as E. coil W3350 (susN7imm434nin5susQ21). Schematic
expression of the steps involved in the construction of
this lysogen is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 8. Streak test of the constructed l so en
W3350 (r susN7 mm4 34nin5 sus Q2l.)
A loopful of phage,either A iimmm434 or
r cI47, was streaked lightly across the
agar surface. Various bacteria or lysogens
are streaked across. the phage streak.
After incubation at 37 C overnight, the
sensitivity of bacteria or lysogens was
determined whether the streak was cut. by
the virus. Lysogen that can grow behind the
virus streak indicates tl}.at lysogens are
immune to the superinfecting virus on the
streak.
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C. Labellin c and Isolation o f 3H-RNA
Various lysogenic strains were grown. to log-phase and
pulse-labelled with 3H-uridine. Therefore, both
bacterjt and lambda-.specific RNA were labelled. The
results of. various RNA preparations in counts per
minute are listed in Table 3. It should be pointed
out that some preparation have higher efficiency of
labelling while some others have rather low efficiency
of labelling. The labelling efficiency of an RNA
preparation depends on quite a number of factors. The
physiology of the bacterial.lysogens is of primary
importance. Therefore, the lysogen was pulse-mlabelled
at its ldg-phase during growth. Poor preparation
(low counts or low labelling efficiency) is usually
attributed to either low incorporation efficiency or
RNA decomposition by RNase, In order to avoid the
RNase degradation, glasswares and solutions used were
autoclaved, and all steps were carried out at low
temperature (chilled in ice-water bath) unless room
temperature exposure was otherwise inevitable.
The prelysing mixture must be prepared right before
use. The action of which is on the bacteria cell wall
yielding spheroplasts. The spheroplast pellet must then
be resuspended completely in TES buffer. It was found
that incomplete resuspension resulted in poor RNA pre-
paration. After addition of the TES-.SDS followed by
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heating, a clearing of the mixture was observed
which indicated that the bacterial cells were com-
pletely dissolved.
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Table-3. LABELLING OF 3H-RIBA
RNA COUNTS OF TOTALREP. VOLUMEPREPARATION
10-2 ml COUNTSN0.OF
(ml)(cpm x 10-4) (cpm x 10-5)
W3350 1 1.4 1.25 17.5
2 1.2 1.00 12.0
1W3350 (+) 1.223.1 37.8
1.202 3.1 37.2
3 4.4 1.47 64.6
W3350 1 0.3 1.32 3.9
(cI857) 2 4.3 1.20 51.0
1.43 1.30 18.2
W3350 1 2.4 1.04 24.9
( cl7susP80)
2 4.2 1.14 47.8
0.83 0.82 6.6
0.14 1.00 1.0
W3350 0.61 0.82 5.0
( c17suP80
2 0.2 1.00 2.0
bypsus0501)
1 4.3 1.08 46.4W3350
2 2.4 1.12 26.8( susN7
imm434nin5
susQ1 3 1.033.9 40.2
0.44 0.88 3.5
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D. Propagation, Concentration and Purification of Pha ses
Before the actual processing of the phage propagation,
phage c147., h imm80, and-j680imm) wer e carefully
checked for purity and their titer were also assayed.
The principle of checking the purity of cIL47 is
based on the size and morphology of plaques formed on
permissive host. Hybrid phages were checked by their
plating ability on different lysogens, imm80 cannot
grow on lysogens with 1580 immunity region such as E. coli
C600 (80), whereas 80imm, cannot grow on lysogens
with X iminunty such as E. coli W3350 and 594 ( +).
The yield of phage propagation is usually around 109-
1010 phages/ml depending on the multiplicity of infect..
ion and the physiology of bacteria.
Concentration of phages was performed either by high
speed centrifugation or by polyethylene glycol precis
pitation. The disadvantage of the centrifugation
method is that it takes about 5-6 hoursfor each batch
of 1.5 liter and it will take 4 runs to complete one
phage preparation (6 liters). Besides,, the yield is
not very high. The polyethylene glycol (PEG) precious
pitation method is rapid, convenient to operate, and
gives high yield of phages. Both PEG 6,000 and, PEG
20$000 give satisfactory resultV. (Table4).
After the concentration step, the phage suspension
1112
usuall has a titer of 1011lly has a titer of 1011-1012 phages/ml.
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After CsC1 density gradient centrifugation, a visible,
sharp, narrow (1-2 mm) band was observed as shown in
Figure . Extraction was done by using syringe and
needle which must be sterilized before use, The volume
extracted must be as small as possible. The purified
phage was then measured at O.D.260 and the result was
shown in Table 5. It was found that the yield ranges
from 1.5 x 10 13 -13.6.x 10 13 phage particles or 0.7--
6.8 mg of phage DNA.
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Figure g. Phage band in CsC1 grdient.
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Table. Polethlease G1 colPreci itation
Efficiency
Phage lysate was precipitated by PEG
with molecular weight 4,000, 6,000,and
20,000. They were added at different
percentage to the lysate. Efficiency of
the precipitation was determined by
comparing the total phage before and
after PEG precipitation.
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Table5. Lambda phage preparation. The concentration
of phage obtained is expressed either as
g DNA/mi or phage particles.
The formula for converting O.D.260 reading
into g DNA/mi is:
40 ug DNA/ml x 10 x O.D.260 absorption
x dilution factor
= ug DNA/ml.
In the O. D.260 measurement. a 1p-mm path length
cuvette was used, so a factor of 10 was
included in the calculation.
The conversion of ,ug.DNA into phage particles
is based on the relation that:
500 ug DNA'= 1 x 10 13 phage particles.
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Table 5. A .PHAGE PREPARATION
TOTAL YIELD.
NO. OFO.D•260PHAGE CONCENTRATION VOLUME
PRAGE PARTICLESI
CX 10 -13)
619/ml) (ml)(14 dilution) (ugnrrA I
0.19\c147 1.0792 1.5 8792
0.43 1720 1.0 1720 3.44
1.00 1.04000 8.004000
0.53 2120 21201.0 4.24
0.50 2000 0.9imm80 1800 3.60
0.60 2400 24001.0 4.80
66001.60 6 6001.0 13,20
0.75 1033000 3900 7 .80
f 80inm 0.45 1800 1.0 1800 3.60
68001.70 68001.0 13.60
0.82 32 80 1.0 6.563280
0.50 2000 22001.2 4.40
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E. Strand Separation
The separation of DNA o f) c I147, X i mm80, and /80imzn A.
into r- and 1--strand DNA were shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12
The r-strand appears before the 1--strand in accordance
with results obtained by other workers (Guha and
Szybalski, 1968 Hradecna and Szybalski, 1967 Mark...
1973).. It is shown in the Figures 1 *1 and 12, and less
obvious in Figure 10, that theabsorption of the r-=strand
at 0. D.260 is less than that of the 1--strand. This
observation is also consistent with that obtained by
others (Guha and Szybalski, 1968 Hradecna and Szybalki,
1967 Mark, 1973).
The concentration of the pooled single strands were
measured at 0.D.260 and the results were shown in
Table 6. Apparently, the concentration of. r-»strands
are significantly lower than that of the 1.--strands.
Since the- amount of single stranded DNA used for each.
DNA--RNA hybridization experiment is quite small (only
3-5 )ag for the first step and 2-3 j'g for the second
step), one successful separation may serve for several
trials.
There are several technically noteworthy points in
achieving successful strand. separation. DNA of lambda
phage is about 17.3, in length. So, it is eabily
broken down into pieces due to shear degradation.
Figure l3 showed an example of DNA with shear degradation.
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There is usually a flattening of the peaks. In order
to avoid this drawback, great care must therefore be
taken in transferring, pipetting, mixing, and fraction-
ation. Practically every steps, especially during
fractionation, were proceeded in a slow motion with
tender hands.
As for heating and rapid cooling of DNA to produce
single DNA strands, the temperature of the boiling
water bath, the temperature in the ice-water bath and
the extent of shaking, all these factors play an imp-
ortant role in determining the success of the strand..
separation. Unsuccessful separation always gives a
single peak fell near the end of fractions as shown in
Figure 4. The effect of cooling is to avoid any self-
annealing process occurred at intermediate temperature.
Therefore, the steps are carried out in prompt action
and the water temperature is heated to boiling to ensure
that the temperature is higher than 97°C. The ice-water
bath is set down to 8°C by adding salt into it.
In separation the C147 and imm80 DNA, the amount
of poly (U, G) used is 0.15 ml, whereas the amount of
poly (U, G) for 80imm is 0.20 ml. The use of larger
amount of poly (U,G) comes from the experience that DNA
of the hybrid phage j680imm), is more difficult to
separate. This is expected because it was found by
Davidson and Szybalski (1971) that j680 DNA a-olpears to
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contain fewer poly (I, G) binding sites on the r-strand
of its left arm. This means that there is lesser
number of deoxycytidine clusters in the r-strand of
8o DNA.
The saturated CsCl solution used in strand separation
was prepared from two--times purified CsCl (see Appendix
for method). It has been shown that the purer the CsCl
saturated solution, the better the separation (Dr. H.
Lozeron, personal communication).
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F igure 1 0 . T he fractionationof - single stranded
DNA fromc 1 4 7 DNA .
c 1 4 7 phage DNA was releasedfrom phage ,
denatured, combinedwith poly ( U , G ) as described
in S ubsectionJ of M aterials and M ethods section .
T he DNA strandsare separatedin C s C l gradient
and fractionated by a fractionatoro
T he first peak is the r - strand and the
second peak is the 1 - strand , the shaded area


















Figure 11. The fractionation of single stranded
DNA from X inm80.
imm80 phage DNA was released from
phage, denatured, combined with poly
(U,G) as described in Subsection J
of Materials and Methods section.
The DNA strands are separated in CsCl
gradient and fractionated by a
fractionator.
The first peak is the r-strand and
the second peak is the 1-strand, the
shaded area indicated fractions for
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Figure 12. The fractionation of single stranded
DNA from 80imm .
80imm phage DNA was released from
phage3, denatured., combined with poly
(U,G) as described in Subsection J
of Materials and Methods section.
The DNA strands are separated in CsCI
gradient and fractionated by a
fractionator.
The first peak is the r-strand and
the second peak is the 1-strand, the
shaded area indicated fractions for
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Figure 13. The appearance of fractions with shear
degradation is typically shown in this figure.
There is flattening of the expected peaks. This
is tested with c147 DNA. During the separation,
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Figure 14. Insufficient heating OR slow chilling
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Table 6. Single-Stranded DNA Preparation
r-strand 1-strand
Preparation
Phage Number Volume VolumeTotal Total
ug/miug/ml 0.D.260 (ml)(ml) (ug)0.D.260 (ug)
0.18 0.30 27.00 0.161 80.00 0.5090.00 40.00cI47
0.142 0.42 29.40 0.09 0.7570.00 45.00 33.75
0.11 0.25 0.24 0.3613.75 120.003 55.00 43.20
0.21 0.83 87.15105.00 0.27 0.854 135.00 114.75
0.14 0.20 0.2714.0070.00 0.205 135.00 27.00
0.14imm80 1 0.80 0.17 85.00 0.65700,00 56.00 55.25
0.162 80.00 0.70 0.13 65.00 0.9056.00 58.5O
0.13 65.003 1.20 0.0978.00 0.45 20.2545.00
4 0.350.18 0.1990.00 0.2531.50 23.7595.00
80imm 0.181 0.90 81.0090.00 0,18 0.25 22.5090.00
2 0.13 65.00 0.30 19.00 0.11 0.11 6.0555.00
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F. Test for DNA-RNA Hybridization Efficient
The purpose of this experiment is to test the effici-
ency of DNA-RNA hybridization. of the two-step method
used. The lysogen E. coil W3350 ( cI857) is used for
the test. Since this lysogen is a thermosensi.tive
mutant, transferring the culture from 30 to 43 will
induce the excision of the prophage ( cI857) which,
in turn, will lead to the lytic growth of the culture.
3H--RNA was prepared by labelling the RNA with 0.5 ml
of 3 H-uridine (5 a./5 ml) for 3 minutes at 25 minutes
after* induction. 3H--RNA extraction was then proceeded
as described in Subsection H of Material and Methods.
The 3H-RNA, containing both E. coil and Methods.
was used to hybridize with the r-strand of cI47 DNA
using two-step DNA-'PRNA hybridization method. The result
is shown in Table7. The efficiency of the first-step
hybridization is 19.5% for W3350 ( cI847) after induction
and 4.8% for W3350 carrying no prophage as control. The
result of the 19.5% hybridization means that only 19.5%
of total RNA can hybridize ..with the r-strand of DNA..
The rest is. largely RNA transcribed from bacteria DNA and
RNA transcribed from the l-strand of the DNA. The
non-'specific binding is evidenced by the 4.8% hybridiZatals
ion between RNA of E. coil W3350 and the r-strand of
c147:DNA. This is not surprising because it has been
found by Nivogi and Thomas (1969) that oligonucleotide
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over 12 residues is capable of forming hybrid with DNA.
This high background is cleaned by proceeding one more
step of hybridization.
In the second-step, r-strand ofI47 DNA is again
used and the 3H-»RNA used is the eluent from the first
step as described in Subsection K of Materials and
Methods. The result of the second-step hybridization
indicated that there is no non- specific hybridization
(0.000%) between the 3H--RNA from E. cols W3350 and the
r-strand X c147 DNA, and there is 43.?8,? o f hybridization
between the purified 3H--RNA of E. co i, W3350.( Xc18
and the r-strand of X c I47 DNA. It means that out of
the 19.5% RNA of the first--step, there is 43.28%which. is
7specific as proven from the ability to form hybrid
with the r-strand DNA.
It is, therefore, obvious that the two.-step hybridization
is superior to the single-step hybridization method in
that (1) it can eliminate nonspecific binding background,
(2) it gives more specific result, and (3) the two-step
hybridization can detect very small amount of i -»specific
RNA and even 0.01% of hybridizationdoes mean something.
The observation that the two-step hybridization is sup-
erior in discriminating power to the single-styp proc e-
1ureis consistent with that obtained by others (Szyba. ..
ski., 1971).
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Table 7 Efficiency of two-step hybridization,
cI47 r-strand DNA was used for the
first and second step hybridization,
3H-RNA isolated from E coli lysogen
W3350 (c1857) was used for the test
and that from W3350 was used as control.
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Table 70 Efficient of two - step hybridization.
FIRST STEP SECOND STEP
3 H - RNA
3 H - RNA HYBRIDIZATION 3 H - RNATOTAL INPUT TOTAL INPUT HYBRIDZATIONDONOR 3 H - RNA 3 N - RNAOUTPUT EFFICIENCY OUTPUT EFFICIENCY
( cpmx 10 - 5 ) ( cpmx 10 - 5 ) ( cpmx 10 - 5 ) ( cpmx 10 - 4 )( % ) ( % )
W 3350 0 . 347 . 00 0 . 10 0 . 004 . 85 0
W 3350
0 . 84 19. 54 . 33 1 . 34 0 . 58 43 . 28( cI 857)
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G. Identification of a New Promoter in nin Mutation
The purpose of the experiment is to see whether or
not there exists a new promoter in the nin5 mutation.
In order to accomplish this aim, a new lysogen, E.
coli W3350( susN7imm434nin5sus92l) was constructed.
In the lysogenic state, the regulator promoter PR
and. PL are repressed by the cI repressor, and no
RNA will be synthesized. In this new lysogen W3350
( susN7 rnmLt.34nin5susQ2l) there should have no RNA
synthesis if no new promoter exists. On the contrary,
if there exists significant amount of RNA synthesis,
the existence of a new promoter is suggested.
In this experiment, the sensitive two-step hybridizat-
ion method was used and the r-strand of c147 DNA
was employed to detect any. specific 3HIRNA from
W3350 ( susN7imm434nin5susQ21). RNA preparations
from W3350, W3350 W3350 c17susP8o) and
V133,50.( cl7susP80b sus9501) were served as controls.
The results were shown in Table 8 and 9. The data
clearly showed that there .is transcription in the
lysogen W3350 ( susN7imm434n .5sus 1). There are
0.046% and 0.026% of the total RNA that hybridized
specifically with the r-strand of DNA.
W3350 does not have any transcription, and this serves as
a .good control to show the specificity and sensitivity
of the system used. No or low transcription observed
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in W3350 ( +), indicates that both PR and PL promoters
do not operate as expected. The presence of transcript-
ion of V13350( cl7susP80) and V13350( cl7susP80.by
susQ501) is expected since c17 is an inserted promoter
located on the right of the terminators tRl.
It is therefore concluded that there is a new promoter
in the nin5 mutation. We named it as Pm. The charac t-.
erization of this new promoter was described in the
next section.
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Table 8. Identification of a new promoter nin5
mutation. r-strand of ,cI47 DNA was
used for both the first and second
step DNA-RNA hybridization. In this
experiment, only one promoter carrying
mutant, i.e., W3350 ( cl7susP80) was
used. Hybridization was carried out as
described in Subsection K of Materials
and Methods. The extent of transcription
was expressed as the percent of total
RNA that are -specific. The background




TRANSCRIPTION FROM THE r-STRAND OF NON-INDUCED LYSOG ENS
Percent of Total 3H-RNA
Total Input3H-RNA Donor
Hybridizing to r-strand3H-RNA








Table 9 . Identificationf a new promoter in
nin 5 mutation. r - strandof , . cI 47
was used for both the first and second
DNA . RNA hybridization. In this experi -
ment , two promoter - carrying lysogens
are used . ( The one with by mutation
is for reference ) . Hybridizationwas
carried out as described in Subsection
K of Materials and Methods . The extent
of transcription' was expressedas the
percent of total RNA that are - specific .
The backgroundvalue obtained from Cs Cl
in lieu of DNA has been subtracted.
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Table 9.
TRANSCRIPTION FROM THE r-STRAND OF NON-INDUCED LYSOGENS














H. Characterization of the New Promoter, P.m
Having confirmed the presence of a new promoter Pm
in thez.n5 mutation, experiments are designed to
determine its location by comparing the percentage
of transcription from various regions of the A DNA,.
In order to achieve this aim, two DNAs were employed
in addition to the 入 147. These two DNAs are from
hybrid phages irnm80 and yd80imm.., In X imrq809 the
phage DNA contains partly of .DNA and partly of j80
DNA. The region consists of A-J--b2 genes and the
.rest are genes of 180. Whereas 80 imra the 入 region
includes y-O-P genes. These two phages t DNA together
with that of 入 c-147 are shown in Figure 5, As it is
known that the RNAs synthesized can hybridize with
their parental. DNA. Therefore, RNA transcribed from
can form hybrid with l_ DNA only, From Figure 5,
it is possible for us to calculate* the percentage of
transcription in the R7§- R region by subtracting the
values of X80 and 80imm A from that o f cI147
Transcriptional rate in different regions, thus., can
be compared and the location of the promoter can be
estimated.
The experiment was carried out by hybridizing the
3 H-RNA from various lysogens with the r-strand of
入 cI147 DNA at the first step. The pre-hybridized
RNA was then rehybridized with. the r--strand DNA of
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cI47, imm80. and 8Oimm .The result of hybr-
idization is shown in Table 10 There were 0,008/
transcription in the y-0-.P region and 0.004% trans-
cription in the Q-S-.R region. This pattern is similar
to that of W3350 ( cl7susP80) ,and W3350 (cl7susP80
bypsusQ501) where a promoter in the y_ region is known
to exist. So. the data suggest that the new promoter
is is located in the y-0-P region, Details will be
discussed in the Discussion section.
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Table 10. Transcription of different regions from the
r-strand of non-induced lysogens.
3H-RNA.was prepared from uninduced lysogens
labeled for 3 minutes at 37°C. Details
were described in Material and Methods.
The 3H-RNA was hybridized to r-strand of
c147 and 80 hybrids by a two-step
hybridization method described in the Materials
and Methods. The amount of -specific 3H-RNAt:
is expressed as the percentage of total (E. coli
and ) 3H-RNA used in each hybridization.
For example, the values listed under A c147
(total) represent the percent of total labeled
RNA that hybridized specifically to r-strand
(CsCl only)
of cI47 DNA. The background obtained without
DNA has been subtracted.
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Table 10. TRANSCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT REGIONS FROM THE r-STRAND OF NON-INDUCED LYSOGENES
3H--RNA Donor Percent of Total 3H-RNA hybridized to r-strand DNA of
Total Input
cI147 minus ( imm80+ 80imm ) imm8080immcI47Strain
3H-RNA
(y-O-P)(W3350 lysogen) (Total) (A-J-b2)(Q-S-R)(cpm x 10-5)
0.000 0.0003.6 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.00036.7 0.000 0.005
cl7susP80 12.7 0.028 0.022 0.024
c17bypsusP80susQ501 0.0851.7 0.005 0.031 0.049
susN7imm434nin5susQ21 12.8 0.026 0.008 0.004 0.014
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DISCUSSION
Previous report (Mark, 1973) showed that Li n mutation
can remove the transcriptional block, tR2, but the data
also suggested the presence of a new promoter associated
with the. nin5 mutation. However, the lysogen used for
these experiments carried the c17 promoter, and thus,
the existence of a new promoter associated with the nin5
mutation cannot be confirmed.
In the experiments presented here, the lysogen, E. coli
W3350( susN7imm434nin5susQ.21) does not carry the c17
promoter or any known constitutive promoter. Therefore,
this lysogen theoretically should not produce any
specific RNA under none-induced state. All the results
presented in Table 8 and 9 and under the. cI47 column
of Table 10, indicated that there is significant trans
cription from the r-strand DNA under non-induced state.
These data strongly indicated that there is a new promoter
associated with the nin5 mutation, One many, argue that
the existence of rightward transcription in this lysogen
may due to the leakage of both PR promoter and.tRi ter-
minator. This is unlikely, since the control lysogen
W3350 produce little or no detectable transcription
from the r-strand of DNA under the same conditions.
With the help of 8o hybrid-phages, the transcription
from the r-strand of DNA can be further subdivided into
three regions, namely, (1) the y-o-P region; (2) the Q-.S-.R
region and (3) the A-J-b2 region. Transcription from the
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lysogen W3350 ( susN7IEm434Ri n5sus .R21) appeared from both
the 0•-P and S R region. The transcription from the
A-J-b2 region is insignificant because this is a long
region consists of 50.5% of the total .genome. Therefore,
the new promoter .Pm should locate in the y-O-P region. The
exact location of this promoter cannot yet be determined,
but it must be located rather close to the nin5 deletion
because in the construction of another similar lysogen,E.
coli W3350 ( c17susp80nin5susQ21) (Mark, 1973)9 the c17P80
marker was inserted without affecting the nin5 function.
This would limit the PM promoter to fall between P and Q
genes, a region of about 5% length (See Fig. 5). The
electron micrograph of a db30-7nin5 heteroduplex did
not show any loop to indicate the presence of an inserted
promoter region. Therefore, this promoter, if exists, must
be near. the nin5 deletion site or derived from point
mutation.
The rate of transcription starting, rom this new promoter
pm can be calculated if one sets the location of Pm between
P and.Q if one further asumes that the rate of transcript
ion started from the Pm (say, new P) be extended into the
Q-S-Rregion, the length of transcription extending into the
Q-S-R can be estimated. Such calculation shows that trans-
cription extends ti nto the Q-S-R region is barely enough to
cover the Q gene. This derivation placed the third terminator,
tR3 suggested by Mark (1973), to be just behind the 1 gene.
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CESC: UM CTiLORIDE PURIFICATION
I# Filter CsCl solution through Vlhatman ,No,, 1 filter paper.
2. Place CsCl solutionin ceramic evaporating dish, into
a Muffle oven (Temperature at least 600° C).
3. Raise temperature slowly to 600° C. Keep for 2 hours,
4. Lower temperature slowly to room temperature. (Total
time, Step 3 and Step 4, required is about 8 hours).
5. Dissolve the yellowish crystals in Distilled water.
(At 20° C, Solubility of CsCI is about 60%).
6. Add approximately 2 teaspoonful of powdered activated
charcoal ("Norite") and mix thoroughly.
7. Filter mixture through filter paper in buchner funnel.
8. Heat solution to boiling, boil until some crystal is
formed at surface of boiling solution, OR,
8. Precipitate CsC1 in 60% ethanol in 4°C.
9o Transfer solution to 4°C overnight,
10. Filter with buchner funnel to obtain purified crystal.
If necessary, redissolve crystals in distilled water
and repeat steps 8, 9. and 10.
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GLOSSARY
amber. A class of suppressor-sensitive mutants. An amber
mutation generates in messenger RNA the amber codon UAG,
The amber codon is translatable only in certain suppres-
sor strains of E. coll. In other strains, polypeptide
synthesis stops at the amber site.
cis-specific. Term applied to a mutation or a genetic
element that affects the integrity, expression, or re-
plication of. all or several parts of the chromosome in
which it lies, but which does not interact with another
chromosome present in the same cell.
cistron. A unit of genetic function identified by comple-
mentation tests,
clear. Lambda and other temperate phages form plaques
that are turbid owing to growth of cells surviving the
infection. Mutants forming clear plaques (clear mutants)
establish immunity less efficiently and permit fewer
cells to survive,
codon. A triplet of nucleotides in the resdable phase in
messenger RNA, one of 64 making up the genetic code,
cohesive ends. The complementary single-stranded ends
characteristic of linear DNA molecules of and other
phages.
colony. A localized mass of bacteria growing in or on a
solid medium, often descendants of a single cello
complementation. (1) The process by which two different
mutant chromosomes jointly carry out an action of which
neither is capable singly. (2) By extension, the helping
of one chromosome by another present in the same cell.
Complementation usually signifies helping by means of
shared shared gene products,
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constitutive. Not subject to regulation (said of a meta-
bolic function), or causing unregulated gene.action
said of a mutation),
early genes. Genes that act at early times during the
productive cycle of phage growth. Their products are
called early messengers and early proteins. Early
proteins in promote regulation, DNA replication, and
recombination,
endolysin. An intrabacterial enzyme of that facilitates
bacterial lysis. The product of 入 gene R is an endol-
ysin (peptidase) that attacks the cell wall of E. coli,
episorne. A gedetic element that is not essential for bac-
terial cells either as part of the bacterial chromosome
or in a more independent way.
gene. A DNA segment that determines the amino acid sequence
of a polypeptide or the nucleotide sequence of a ribosomal
or transfer RNA.
general recombination. Genetic recombination that can
occur at many points in chromosomes, and yields pro-
ducts homologous with parents.
heavy. Term applied to DNA labeled with bromouracil or
heavy isotoped and exhibiting elevated buoyant density.
By contrast unlabeled DNA is called light, and bihelical
DNA with one strand labeled. is called half-heavy of hybrid.
heteroduplex. Composed of two DNA strands that are only
partly complementary in nucleotide sequence,
heteroimmune. Two phages are heteroimmune if each is sen--
.sitive to its repressor but not to that of the other.
heterozygote. A bacterium or phage particle carrying two
alleles of one or more genes.. Heterozygous'phage par-
ticles are expectional and usually their progeny are
not heterozygous. Heterozygous bacteris are often pa-
rtial diploids.
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homoirnmune. Two phages are homoimmune if both are sensitive
to the repressor formed by either.
homology. Any correspondence of structure or function
suggesting descent from a common ancestor. Among
phage DNAs, homology may be evident in the disposition
of corresponding genes, in regions of similar or iden-
tical nucleotide-sequence, or in both.
hybrid. A recombinant originating in a cross between two
varieties or species. A product of a cross between
and 434 id called -434hy or simply 434hy. A particu-
lar hybrid called imm434 is with its immunity region
replaced by that from 434.
immunity. The refractory state of lysogenic bacteria to
reinfection with phage of the carried type.
immunity region. The segment of a temperate phage chromo-
some responsible for immunity. More specifically in,
the regions called imm434 and im a.21, consisting of DNA
that cannot be crossed into a hybrid having the immunity
of phage 434 or 21, respectively.
integration. The insert of one genetic element into another
to form a single chromosome,
lambdoid. Related to (said of a group of phages able to
form recombinants with).
late genes. Genes that are expressed during the later part
of the phage growth cycle. They act in formation of
phage particle and cellular lysis. Their products are
called late messengers and late proteins.
linkage. Association between genetic markers causing them
to recombine with less than maximal frequency in crosses.
lysate. Disrupted bacteria. Phage strains are usually
preserved and used in. the form of lysates of infected
cultures.
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lysogen, lysogenic.bacterial strain. A bacterium that
possesses and transmits to its progeny the power to
produce phage particles and is therefore prone to
lysis.
lysogenization. The process following infection of bact-
eria with phage and leading to establishment of lysogeny.
lysogeny. The lysogenic condition,
lysozyme. Any of a family of enzymes (muramidases) that
attack polysaccharides in bacterial cell walls.
map(noun). A genetic map shows the disposition of markers
in relation to one another. In a linkage map, the ar-
rangement and distances are based on measurements of
recombination frequencies. In a deletion map, the order
of markers is determined by the principle of overlapping
line segments. A physical map showa molecular distances
measured by physical methods.
map(verb). To locate a marker on a genetic map, usually
by means of genetic crosses,
operator. The site at which the regulator of an operon
binds or acts, usually first recognized as the site of
polar, pleiotropic, and cis-specific mutations affecting
regulation.
operon. Two or more contiguous genes subject to joint
regulation. Genes regulated through a single operator.
permissive. Said of conditions that premit a conditional
mutant to function more or..less normally. A permissive
bacterial strain is usually one that suppresses amber
mutations.
plaque. A circular clearing caused by local growth of
phage and lysis of bacteria on the surface of a nut-
rient agars plate.
plasmid. A genetic element that replicates autonomously
in cells but is not considered to be a cellular chromo-
some.
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pleiotropic. Terra applied to mutations that affect the
exprexxion of two or more genes.
polar mutation. A mutation that exerts its effects down-
stream (with respect to direction of transcription) from
the altered site.
promoter. A site of polar, pleiotropic, and cis-specific
mutations that affect gene expression but do not affect
an operator.. A site in DNA at which RNA polymerase
binds or initiates transcription.
prophage. The structure in which the phage genome is en-
coded in a lysogen.
pulse. When a bacterial culture is exposed to a radioac-
tive medium is called a pulse and the ensuing period,
if any, in nonradioactive medium is called a chase,
regulator. The product of a gene that regulates the fun-
ction of other genes. The knowen regulators are prot-
eins that repress or stimulate transcription of speci-
fic groups of genes.
renaturation. Restoration of native structure or acti-
vity of a previously denatured macromolecule.
repression. inhibition of the expression of certain gen-
es by a regulator,
repressor. A regulatory protein that acts by repression.
(rho) factor. An E. coli protein that can interrupt
transcription of DNA at certain sites. Also called a
termination factor.
(sigma) factor. A subunit of RNA polymerase thath. deter-
rmines specificity of transcription. Also called an
intiation factor.
sus. Suppressor-sensitive,
temperate. Term applied to a phage able to lysogenize
its host.
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trans. Two genetic elements in different chromosomes in
the same cell are said to be in the trans arrangement
with respect to each other.
trans activation. Activation of genes in one chromosome
by the product of a gene in another.
transcription. RNA synthesis guided by a DNA template.
translation. Protein synthesis guided by an RNA template,
ts. Temperature-sensitive.
virulent. A virulent or intemperate phage species is one
unable to lysogenize its host. Virulent mutants of
are able to grow in immune cells as a result of mutat-
ional loss of ability to bind repressor.


